Some cancers can be cured by chemotherapy or radiotherapy, presumably because they are derived from those cell types that not only can die easily but also have already been equipped with mobility and adaptability, which would later allow the cancers to metastasize without the acquisition of additional mutations. From a viewpoint of biological dispersal, invasive and metastatic cells may, among other possibilities, have been initial losers in the competition for resources with other cancer cells in the same primary tumor and thus have had to look for new habitats in order to survive. If this is really the case, manipulation of their ecosystems, such as by slightly ameliorating their hardship, may prevent metastasis. Since new mutations may occur, especially during and after therapy, to drive progression of cancer cells to metastasis and therapy-resistance, preventing new mutations from occurring should be a key principle for the development of new anticancer drugs. Such new drugs should be able to kill cancer cells very quickly without leaving the surviving cells enough time to develop new mutations and select resistant or metastatic clones. This principle questions the traditional use and the future development of genotoxic drugs for cancer therapy.
Introduction
Cancer research these days, for the most part, looks at incredible minutiae of very specific molecules and their interactions in cancer cells. We now have a great wealth of information on what happens at the DNA, RNA and protein levels and on the biochemical reactions of various metabolisms. However, occasionally it may be a good idea to step back and look at things from a greater distance or from a completely different angle, so as to refocus and refresh. For example, Dr. Robert Axelrod, although specializing in political science, has, by cooperating with biologists and oncologists, shaped an intriguing hypothesis as to why and how tumor cells cooperate with each other during progressive carcinogenesis [1;2] . We now and then refresh ourselves in not only the clinical manifestations of cancers but also the evolution, ecology and dispersal of different organisms [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , and then rethink these cancer behaviors and these basic biological phenomena from the "first principles", and not only from what laboratory research has told us. By doing so, we sometimes come up with some new thoughts that are counterintuitive or challenge the mainstreams of cancer research [8] [9] [10] [11] . This essay describes some of our musings.
Why do some organs or tissues find it much easier than others to develop malignancy?
Sporadic tumors, either benign or malignant, can
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International Publisher only develop in those tissues or organs that retain regeneration ability, because tumorigenesis requires cell proliferation to fix mutations onto progeny cells [12] . Those cell types that are no longer capable of regeneration are usually incapable of developing tumors. This is the reason why tumors of neuron-origin only initiate during the embryonic stage and develop in childhood, but do not occur in adulthood when the neurons have lost replication ability. One may further infer that those cell types that have a quicker and more-massive cell turnover may have a higher chance of, and a shorter latent period for, developing neoplasia and thus are collectively referred by us to as "anabolic cell type" [13] . Indeed, tumors in the skin, gastrointestinal (GI) tract and lung as well as bone-marrow-derived lymphoma, leukemia and myeloma are among the most common malignancies. Of course, this conclusion needs to preclude specific etiological factors that appear only in some countries or during some specific time periods. For example, the hepatitis B virus infection was omnipresent decades ago in China and in turn made liver cancer also omnipresent there then, but both the infection and the cancer are much less common in the United States and Europe and are less now in China.
The reason behind the contribution of a frequent cell turnover to the easier formation of cancers goes beyond the requirement of cell proliferation to fix mutations onto progeny cells, when thought about from an evolutionary point of view: As we described before [11] , multicellular organisms, unlike unicellular ones, have evolved cell specialization with the fitness of the organism as a whole, but not the fitness of individual cells, as the ultimate interest. This whole-body-interest requires some cell types to die for the sake of the whole body. For instance, white blood cells are required to fight against bacteria, viruses and other infectious pathogens. Skin keratinocytes are required to protect the body from many detrimental physical (e.g. ultraviolet light), chemical (e.g. acidic material), and biological (e.g. bacteria) factors in the environment. Mucosal epithelial cells inside the GI tract also need to protect the body from variant biological, chemical and physical harmful factors, besides needing to carry out their main functions of digestion and nutrient absorption. All these "body-guard" cells die easily in their actions. Evolution does not equip these cells, expect their stem-cell progenitors, with sophisticated survival mechanisms, not so sophisticated as in those long-lived cell types such as the cardiac muscle cells and neurons, since they can be sacrificed at any time and the body can quickly produce millions of replacement cells. Probably, DNA repair mechanisms in these cells, relative to those in long-lived ones, may in general be less sophisticated as well, making them more susceptible to being mutated and malignantly transformed, although this speculation requires experimental verification. Theoretically, all these body-guard cells should unselfishly sacrifice their lives when such sacrifice is needed for sustaining the body's life. However, sometimes some of them do become selfish and try to evade the body's surveillances, likely due to some epigenetic or genetic alterations that result in aberrant function of some oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes and ensuing sustained cell proliferation, i.e. immortalization.
The normal progenitor cells of several curable cancers share some common properties
Gestational choriocarcinoma and testicular cancer have a high chance of being cured. Gestational choriocarcinoma derives from a trophoblast, which in turn is one of the progeny cells of a fertilized egg with half of its chromosomes foreign, i.e. from the paternal contribution. Genes on these foreign chromosomes may make trophoblasts more immunogenic and thus more easily removed by the patient's immune system. Testicular cancer, including its metastases to the organs where the temperature is 37ºC, seems to be very sensitive to hyperthermia-caused cell death. As deduced before [10] , this may be because male germ cells as testicular cancer progenitors have evolved to be highly sensitive to heat-stress and thus are confined in the scrotum, the temperature of which is 2-7°C lower than the core body temperature, varying among different mammals [14] . Moreover, compared with other somatic cells, male germ cells are under a much tighter surveillance of genomic alteration to ensure the normality of the sperm, in part because the blood-testis barrier keeps the cells in a hypoxic situation [15;16] . This surveillance makes it much easier for these cells to die from stress-induced-cell-death (SICD) that has properties of programmed events, as described before [8] [9] [10] , because the body wants to eliminate mutation-containing sperm.
Many cases of leukemia and lymphoma are curable as well. Their normal counterparts and also their progenitors, i.e. white blood cells or lymphocytes, are the frontier fighters against micropathogens and thus can die easily from one of two mechanisms. One is necrosis, meaning that they can be killed in the action against micropathogens. The other is SICD [8] [9] [10] . For instance, if white blood cells are infected by, but cannot eliminate, bacteria or viruses, some programmed procedures will be triggered to eliminate the cells per se, so that they will not carry and thus spread the micropathogens to other body sites. Sometimes the micropathogens, mainly viruses, con-fer a form of selfishness onto the infected cells by compromising their SICD mechanism, manifested as immortalization of the cells.
Another common trait of the abovementioned curable cancers is that their normal progenitor cells have a strong mobility, i.e. can invade locally or even travel freely to and lodge in other body sites. This trait of "lodging at elsewhere" also means a strong adaptability, with white blood cells having the best adaptability as they can live happily in almost all body sites. Indeed, sperm are highly mobile in order to find an egg to fertilize. Trophoblasts are not only highly proliferative but also invasive and metastatic, as they can make an inroad into the uterine wall to establish gestation and may even encroach into the blood vessels and eventually home in on the lungs of the mother and a number of organs of the newborn [17] . Osteoclasts are generated in the bone marrow but then migrate to the bone to eat up bone tissue, which is reminiscent of the phenomenon in which cancer cells eat up the surrounding tissue. Bone-marrow protomonocytes migrate to and home in on the liver while sequentially differentiating to monoblasts, monocytes and eventually Kupffer cells during the embryonic liver development; this lineage resembles a stepwise metastasis of cancer cells that leave their hometown, migrate to a new place and make a home there with many phenotypical changes. In conclusion, invasion and metastasis are not unique properties of cancer cells but, instead, are behaviors of some normal cells as well. The phenomenon in which leucocytes migrate from bone marrow to and home in on almost everywhere in the body is the best example of "metastasis" of normal cells, which probably is a reason why in pathology textbooks all neoplastic lesions of the hematopoietic or lymphoid cell origins are classified as malignancy and none are benign. Therefore, the sequence of events in carcinogenesis in solid organs is not always from G+I-M-to G+I+M-and then G+I+M+ (here "G", "I", and "M" indicate growth, invasion and metastasis, respectively, whereas "+" and "-" indicate with or without, respectively) [17] . Actually, experimental evidence has been shown that mouse mammary epithelial cells can metastasize to and colonize in the lungs before being malignantly transformed [18;19] , and that dissemination of single cancer cells may occur before the primary tumor manifests invasive histology [20] .
Carcinogenesis may occur by converting differentiated cells to a less differentiated status, i.e. dedifferentiation [21] , such as via mutation in the PIK3CA gene [22] , or by preventing differentiation of undifferentiated embryonic cells or stem cells, i.e. stop-of-differentiation. Childhood cancers may derive from a stop-of-differentiation mechanism to retain embryonic cells in their undifferentiated, i.e. cancer-resembling, morphology [11] . Sporadic cancers in adults are much more complex, as they may, somewhat similar to childhood cancers, derive from a stop of differentiation of organ-or tissue-specific stem cells or, may, probably more often, derive from dedifferentiation of differentiated cells. Many pediatric cancers are much easier to cure [23] [24] [25] , such as Wilms' tumors as well as many leukemias and lymphomas [26] , whereas cancers in adulthood are more often unmalleable. Our speculative explanation, which awaits verification, is that stop-of-differentiation of an embryonic cell may require fewer mutations than dedifferentiation of differentiated cells in adulthood. Regardless of how they were developed, early-stage cancers usually have a better prognosis than advanced ones, not only because earlier tumors have a better chance of being surgically removed but also largely because cancer cells at their earlier stages have fewer mutations for the establishment of contumacious phenotypes, e.g. therapy-resistance and metastasis. Axelrod et al even hypothesize that early-stage cancer cells may just have been partly transformed and need to collaborate with each other for survival and for collective manifestation of a cancer phenotype [1] .
In summary, which has been done by Blagosklonny [26] , some cancer types are curable, presumably because their normal progenitor cells share at least two features: First, they can die easily, and cancer cells derived from them should retain some of this "easily die" property and thus can be killed more easily by a therapy. Therefore, the "die easily" property has dual effects, i.e. on one hand allowing the cells to easily be malignantly transformed but on the other hand also rendering the transformed cells easily killed. Second, they have already equipped themselves, evolutionarily, with mobility and adaptability, thus being capable of encroachment and metastasis even before they become neoplastic. This sharply contrasts with many highly lethal solid tumors that require development and accumulation of additional mutations to be mobile and to adapt to new habitats. However, a caveat needs to be given that although the most easily curable cancers do not require additional mutations to be invasive or metastatic, some cases may still develop and accumulate such mutations, which may be a reason why some cases of these usually curable types of malignancy, such as some cases of lymphoma or leukemia, are still intractable.
Normal cells and cancer cells fight against each other for their survival
In cancer patients there exist much collaboration among different cell types, especially when a treat-ment is involved [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] , as summarized by Ebos [33] . First, cancer cells recruit normal stromal cells to establish cancer niches, as exemplified by tumor angiogenesis [23] . Second, cancer cells collaborate with each other [1;2;34] , which is evident not only in vivo, as in their collective invasion in patients [35] and clonal cooperation in animals [36;37] , but also in vitro as demonstrated by the fact that many cancer cell lines cannot survive in a culture dish when cells are seeded in a very low density [34;38] . On the other hand, there are also many fights among different cell types. Normal cells that surround cancer cells battle the cancer, at least at early carcinogenic stages, for the fitness of the patient as a whole [7;39;40] . Even in cell culture, the media that have been used to culture normal cells have been found to contain factors such as cytokines or microRNAs that can kill or inhibit cancer cells, which somewhat resembles an antibiotic secreted by a bacterium to kill another microorganism in the nearby. For instance, normal mammary [41] [42] [43] or prostate [44] epithelial cells release such factors to the media to kill or inhibit breast or prostate cancer cells, respectively. If these observations are directly translated to clinical oncology, probably in the patients with an early breast or prostate cancer, their sera still favor the patients' health by containing cancer cell specific killing or inhibiting components released from the normal cells. These data dovetail with the so-called "neighboring suppression" notion proposed 50 years ago, which says that normal cells can cause growth inhibition of neighboring premalignant cells [45] , probably by arresting them at the G2/M phase of the cell cycle [46] [47] [48] . For survival, the premalignant, probably also early malignant, cells need to find a way, such as having some additional genetic or epigenetic change, to desensitize such inhibition. Once having progressed to an advanced stage and having become dominant, cancer cells may also release factors into the blood that can eliminate normal cells in the same and other organs or tissues [7] . Cachexia, i.e. wasting syndrome, is probably one manifestation. From an ecology point of view, these complex interactions among different cell types make sense, and breaking their balances may make one cell type dominant while others become extinct, which provides us with opportunities for cancer prevention and therapy.
Are invasive and metastatic cells the initial losers in the competitions among cancer cells?
Cancer cells not only collaborate with each other as abovementioned but also compete with each other for resources [49;50] , which may be due to, and is also one reason for, the intra-tumor heterogeneity [10;11;51;52] . From the viewpoint of cell-autonomy, invasive and metastatic cells are considered stronger than the others because they are more aggressive and perverse. However, from a viewpoint of biological dispersal, the winners in the cell competition are less motivated to relocate to other habitats since they adapt to the environment very well and have the privilege of the first use of nutrients and oxygen, whereas the losers may die if they do not relocate [53] . Therefore, it is possible that cells invade to the surrounding tissue or metastasize distantly because they have lost out in the competition with other cells and are forced to leave [54] . This possibility deserves exploration, not only because it may provide us with a new slant to understand cancer [54] [55] [56] but also because cells have other reasons for dispersal, including changes in metabolisms [57;58] , and the winner cells may disperse as well if new habitats provide an even better living environment. From this point of view, the invasive or metastatic cells are actually weaker, although they later acquire competence in the incursive or the metastatic site where they develop colonies within which new rounds of cell-competition occur, resulting in new losers and winners. If this is the case, we may be able to kill those initial cells with invasive or metastatic potential within the primary tumor, such as by helping the winner cells to weed out the losers or by quickly depriving them from all resources before they disperse. Alternatively and conversely, slightly alleviating their hardship by providing them with basic resource may also retain them in the primary tumor without thinking of relocation to new habitats [59] [60] [61] .
It is well known that the body attempts to mobilize macrophages or other predatory immune cells as scavengers to remove cancer cells [8;9;62-65] . What is unknown is whether it is the weaker (loser) or the stronger (winner) cancer cells that are scavenged first. Moreover, sometimes the scavenger engulfs a cancer cell but is unable to digest it, resulting in a hybrid (or fusion) cell that gains metastatic ability [11;62-66] . This mechanism for acquiring metastatic ability via fusion with another cell [17;67;68] , especially with an immune cell that can travel freely, was already proposed one century ago [65;69] and observed 40 years ago [70] and has received ample evidence. Sometimes metastases still occur years after the primary tumor had been surgically removed at its very early stage. One possibility is that some cancer cells had already been transported to other sites by predatory immune cells. What remains unclear is whether it is the winner or the loser cancer cells that may have a better ability to resist digestion by the scavengers and further utilize the scavengers' property of evading the body's surveillance to gain metastatic ability.
Is lack of competition with normal cells a reason why most benign tumors never progress to malignancy?
Benign tumors originating from those cell types that have frequent cell turnover usually have a relatively high risk of progressing to malignancy, exemplified by colon adenomas. In contrast, the great majority of benign tumors developed from cells that have infrequent turnover do not progress to malignancy, such as most lipomas and uterine leiomyomas that originate from adipocytes and uterine smooth muscle cells, respectively. Of course, exceptions exist, such as when exogenous sex hormones are present to drive progression of hepatoma and uterine leiomyoma [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] . Benign cells retain most of the functions of normal cells, including restrained proliferation and nutrient uptake. These traits not only make benign cells helpful in sustaining the physiology and homeostasis of the host organ or tissue but also allow them to live in a friendly environment with little need to compete with normal cells, thus lacking a driving force for evolution to malignancy via mutations and ensuing selections. These features are also why benign cells are relatively genetically homogenous and seldom compete with each other to result in loser cells that have to disperse, i.e. invade or metastasize, and why we lack drug targets for most benign tumors. In other words, most benign tumors have two genetic features, i.e. 1) they have fewer mutations and 2) these mutations do not drive the development of more mutations. For the benign tumors with some malignant features or those cancers with a well differentiated morphology, a harsh radio-or chemo-therapy with genotoxicity may actually cause mutations, in turn prodding evolution of the cells to more virulent forms, since all such therapies promote mutation-related metastasis [33] .
In what way have the curable cancers and benign tumors enlightened us?
The above sections suggest that benign tumor cells are relatively homogeneous and that some cancers are curable largely because they do not need additional mutations for invasion and metastasis, which collectively imply that "the more mutations a tumor has, the worse it is". However, this trend of mutation-malignancy relationship probably is correct only at relatively early stages of a given tumor's progression. By continuing replication, cancer cells develop more mutations in a random and stochastic manner [10;11] , leading to genetic heterogeneity among cells in the tumor. Those mutations that are good for the cell's survival are selected and passed to more progeny cells in a clonal-expansion manner and eventually are presented as more-formidable phenotypes, whereas those mutations that are deleterious will disappear along with the death of the cells. The net consequence is a higher cell turnover rate in the more-advanced tumors than in the earlier ones and in their parental normal tissue [77;78] . Many advanced tumors are even highly necrotic, although by our definition [8] [9] [10] the cells actually die of SCID, and it is a widespread misperception that SCID, commonly mistaken as apoptosis [8] [9] [10] , is decreased in cancer [12] . More advanced cancers do not necessarily have a larger number of mutations than the earlier ones because they have more cellular death, although a more frequent turnover should enhance mutation formation. For this reason, it is more correct to say that "the more genetically diversified a tumor is, the worse it is". In other words, if tumor cells in a patient develop a greater variety, but not necessarily a larger number, of mutations, the disease has a higher chance to progress to more-uncontrollable states. Moreover, one should not compare the mutation numbers between two different cases, and certainly not between two different cancer types. Cancer virulence is more closely related to its cell or tissue origin, in part because of some particular features of their normal progenitor cells as discussed in the above sections. For instance, pancreatic cancer is much worse than testicular cancer, generally speaking.
More mutations multiply the options for cancer cells to survive
Sequencing the genomic DNA of thousands of samples from different cancer types surprisingly found only 138 genes with driver mutations, i.e. those that drive carcinogenesis [79] . Some of the mutations may already exist in normal cells [80] . In our meditation, this is because these mutated genes, coined herein as mutants, usually do not work alone. Very likely, they work not only with each other but also with many other genes that are wild type but are aberrantly expressed, in order to provide cancer cells with many more options for surviving different situations, manifested as different cancer phenotypes. We might imagine that these mutants sit at different intersections of a highly complex network of survival pathways that are familiar to us as colorful charts in many companies' catalogs or posters. These maps show clearly that another intersection or a combination of several other intersections can always establish a new bypass or detour if the one(s) currently in use are blocked. In a given tumor, different cells can use different members of these 138 mutants in different orders to establish their own survival pathways in their particular situations, which resembles different combinations (passcodes) made from these 138 mu-tants in 2, 3, 4 or even more digits. Very likely, these passcodes also involve many wild-type genes that are aberrantly expressed, as illustrated in figure 1 , raising the complexity to a higher order. Therefore, knowing the names of the 138 genes is significant, but is not sufficient. As an analogy, a thief may have stolen many bank cards and knows that each of the cards uses a particular order of four of the ten Arabic numerals as the passcode, but this information is far from enough for him to decode the cards. A bank in the United States called "USbank" requires 8-24 letters, numbers and symbols as the passcode for the account of its customers, making it impossible to decode. Deciphering different combinations of these 138 mutants and probably also other wild type genes in different digits is even more impossible. Even if we can fortuitously decipher one combination, i.e. the order of several mutants and aberrantly-expressed wild type genes that makes a particular survival pathway, it is possible that only several of the millions of cancer cells in a given patient use this pathway, probably for just a period of time since cancer cells keep changing. This is what "intra-tumor heterogeneity" means, which may also be taken positively if one wishes: giving any chemo drug, including one of those having a particular target, to any randomly selected patient may more or less kill some cancer cells that happen to use the survival pathway sensitive to the drug. Fortunately, the 138 mutants are not used at the same frequency by different cancers to adapt to their environmental changes. In fact, some cancer types have some, often just one or two, preferred mutants in association with abnormal expression of certain wild type genes, which provides us with drug targets, as proved by some successful targeted therapies.
"Precision" is useful only when it is time-sensitive and precise to individual cells, and not just the individual patients
Cancer biomarkers resemble a person's clothes in serving as a form of identification. For example, identifying a breast cancer by its estrogen receptor α positivity, Rb negativity and p53 mutation somewhat can be analogous to identifying a lady by her "red hat, white garment and black shoes". The phenomenon that most cancer cells in a lump express a particular marker, e.g. estrogen receptor α, resembles a situation that most enemies wear uniforms and thus can be easily identified and targeted [81] . Unfortunately, those enemies who survive our carpet bombing (e.g. with an anti-estrogen therapy) will get rid of the uniform and dress like us, making it basically impossible for us to aim with accuracy. We cannot simultaneously target 138 mutants, not even a small fraction of them. Besides, there are probably many other genes having driver mutations that occur only in a small number of cells and thus are not detected, but these mutants may become dominant to establish new complex survival pathways if due to whatever reason the 138 mutants no longer function. The "Precision Medicine Initiative" recently launched by the President Obama [82] will likely lead to the identification of more cancer biomarkers and the ensuing development of more "magic bullets", a nice nickname for targeting drugs [83] [84] [85] [86] . However, an oncologist still has good reason to worry whether today his patient can still be identified by the "red hat, white garment and black shoes" as shown in yesterday's lab results, since her samples were sent to the lab days ago, whereas cancer cells keep changing. Therefore, the "precision" should be dated and specific to each individual cancer cell of the patient and should be valid for only a short period of time, probably just a month or even just a week. Another obstacle for precision medicine is that blocking one survival pathway may enhance another one, largely because evolution has rendered many, probably most, genes dually functional, i.e. one gene can appear as different forms to elicit different or even opposing functions, so that the genome can be much more efficient and thus smaller. The "different form" may be a mutant or polymorphism, an alternative splicing, a different proteolysis or phosphorylation status, or even a different subcellular location, as detailed before [12;87-89] . For instance, some p53 mutants or polymorphisms are oncogenic while its wild type usually is tumor-suppressive [12] . Cytochrome c in its location on the inner mitochondrial membrane functions to ferry electrons in the respiratory chain to power the cell, but its relocation to the cytosol makes it a killer of the cell by triggering a cascade of reactions of SICD that is commonly mistaken as apoptosis [8] [9] [10] . As an example of a functional duality of genes in cancer, activation of the well-known ERK/MAP survival pathway can also arrest cell cycle progression of some subtypes of cells in several cancer types [12;90;91] , and therefore targeting this pathway for cancer therapy may have a potential side-effect.
Prevention of new mutations is probably critical for a cure
Therapy resistance can be primary. For instance, many pancreatic cancers do not show good response to any treatment. However, more often the resistance is acquired, coming from an administered therapy via one of the two mechanisms that differ mainly at when and how the resistance-responsible mutations(s) occur: One is that the therapy has killed many or even most cancer cells but allows a few cells that bear already-existing mutation(s) to populate via clonal expansion [92] . The other is that during the treatment, especially with radiation or a genotoxic agent, a few cells develop new mutation(s), in many cases due to the treatment [93] , followed by their clonal expansion. Both mechanisms are likely associated with non-genetic changes, such as those described by Huang et al [94] [95] [96] and including abnormal expression of wild-type oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes. For research purpose, resistant clones of cancer cell lines are often developed intentionally through a chronic treatment with a low dose of radiation or chemotherapeutic agents [97;98] . Although the resistance of some clones so developed is reversible, the resistance of some other clones is perpetual, thus likely involving genetic alteration and supporting the existence of the second mechanism, at least in vitro. Induction of a second primary cancer by radio-or chemo-therapy, a well-known phenomenon [99] [100] [101] , may be used as an in vivo evidence for therapy-induced mutation. The observation that all known resistance-responsible mutations can be detected in a tumor mass does not mean that some individual cells have already had a sufficient number of mutations for the establishment of a resistance pathway, as depicted in figure 1 . Likely, individual cells still need to develop additional mutation(s) to complete a resistance pathway [11] . Hopefully, it will soon be technically possible to sequence the genome of each cell in a primary tumor to see whether there exist individual cells that bear all mutations along individual resistance pathways.
While little can probably be done for already-existing mutations, we should at least prevent new mutations from occurring since some of them may be responsible for therapy resistance or other pernicious phenotypes. Of those incurable types of cancer, many patients actually respond to the initial radio-or chemo-therapy magnificently well. However, all remedies, probably including surgery [102] , change the environment and thus are also an impetus for evolution of the still-alive cells to more-aggressive phenotypes via development of mutations and selection of more-untoward clones, besides other mechanisms such as an influence on the surrounding normal cells [103] . Indeed, plentiful studies have shown that various treatments may accelerate metastases [102;104-111] , as summarized by Ebos [33] . Therefore, the initial treatment is a double-edged sword, killing cancer cells while training the still-alive ones to be tougher [33] . Usually, the better the initial response a tumor shows, the more sufficient time the remaining cells have for the development of more mutations and for the ensuing expansion of the more-aggressive cells, manifested as a longer disease-free survival that is actually the latent time for the recurrence or metastases. From this viewpoint, one may say that the patient actually pays later with his life for the initial disease-free or overall survival, no matter how long it is. Indeed, for most cases of those currently incurable types of cancer, exemplified by pancreatic and liver cancers, oncologists actually know that the patients will die later, even if the efficacy of the initial treatment is marvelous. Therefore, since it takes time for cancer cells to develop mutations and then for clonal expansion of these further mutated cells, our task should not just be to kill all cancer cells but should be to kill them very quickly without leaving the not-yet-killed cells with time for these events to occur. In other words, "run against time for new mutations to emerge and be selected" should be a key principle for the development of new drugs or remedies, as we detailed elsewhere [112] , since killing cancer cells massively is less difficult and has already been achieved for many cases. This hypothetical principle makes questionable the use and development of highly genotoxic drugs, although such drugs are still the major ones currently and continue to emerge.
For those advanced cases with metastases and resistance to available therapies, a second choice may be to provide a mild chemotherapy, rather than an even harsher one as our intuition may want us to do, because a tougher remedy is also a stronger goad for a quicker progression [33] . In many organisms, slowly-proliferating cells survive better than their fast-proliferating counterparts [113] . Therefore, a low dose of chemotherapy may to some extent shift the cancer cells to a slowly-proliferating or even dormant status, making low dose treatment meaningful for resistant cancers. The key point, while a difficult one, is that the mild treatment should be strong enough to let cancer cells slow down their growth but should not be so harsh as to drive the cancer cell to disperse to more body sites. Undoubtedly, it is hard for any oncologist to decide which of these two extremes should be used, i.e. a harsher treatment to kill more cells quickly or a much milder one to retrain them from proliferation and further dispersal.
Concluding remarks
Many once-existing species of organisms, like the dinosaurs, have gone extinct. These ecocides, caused by the changes of ecosystems, are precedents showing that cancers may be cured (extinguished) as well if we can make their ecological environments deleterious to the cancer cells [56;61;114] , because in many aspects cancers resemble new organisms parasitizing the host [10;11;52;115] . Actually, some cancers have a good prognosis or a high chance of being cured via non-surgical approach, which is presumably attributable to the fact that their normal progenitor cells not only die easily but also have already been equipped with mobility and adaptability, thus allowing the cancers to metastasize without additional mutations. Therefore, the key for curing cancer is to kill all cancer cells before new mutations emerge, because some of the new ones may render the cells therapy-resistant or metastatic. From the viewpoint of biological dispersal, invasive and metastatic cells may be losers in competitions for resources with those cancer cells remaining in the primary tumor. If this is the case, helping the winner cells to weed out these loser ones or, conversely, slightly mitigating their hardship by such as providing some basic resource, may be an applicable approach to preventing metastasis. Similarly, to those advanced and resistant cancers, a milder chemotherapy, and not a harder blow with maximal tolerated dose as often considered, may actually be able to shift cancer cells to a slowly-proliferating or dormant status without their thinking about metastasis to more body sites, thus allowing the patients to survive for a longer time. These speculative ideas, inspired by evolution, ecology and dispersal of organisms, may provide us with new avenues leading to prevention, treatment and confinement of cancers and thus deserve further exploration.
